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Call to Order: 1:40 p.m. by President Shir Bloch

I. Introductions

II. Treasury Report: $32,530.60

III. National Convention

A. Registration

1. No solid numbers are available yet.
   a) BA- 3 chaperones and 25 students
   b) BEAST- 3 chaperones and 7 students
   c) USM- 7 students
   d) Homestead- 1 chaperone and 5 students
   e) Tosa East- 3-4 students
If you are going to convention, **SIGN UP ON THE JCL WEBSITE BEFORE MAY 15th** because the cost will go up if you don’t. (edit 4/28: [Register Here](#))

B. Spirit Themes
   1. Day 1 - State Pride Day
   2. Day 2 - Make new friends but keep the old, one is Purple and the other is Gold.
   3. Day 3 - Cincinnatus had a farm.
   4. Day 4 - Rock n’ Roll JCL

C. Candidates for National Convention
   1. No one has emailed anything or showed any interest in running for the NJCL Board. Send emails to the State Chair and Board, if interested. Also, you must prepare a two minute speech for the next board meeting.

D. T-Shirts
   1. Submit new designs to the 2nd VP, my boy Jake, for the t-shirt that will represent our Wisconsin pride !!! Moo-moo !!!

E. Travel Stipend
   1. No transportation costs this year :)
   2. #of Buses still need to be determined, based on how many people are going to Nationals.

IV. 2nd VP Report
   A. 1500 points for the Relearn foundation was expected, but thanks to the effort, support, and help of local chapters all over Wisconsin, over 6000 points have been gathered and more are coming in each day.
   B. The winning school will be awarded a “Green Turtle” (it looks more like a monkey though…).
   C. Furthermore, since we hit at least 1500 points, the board has to do take part in crazy challenges. For example, Shir will have to learn magic and perform for all of us. And on Facebook, Jake will set a poll for more possible challenges that y’all want us to do.

V. 1st VP Report
   A. Hope has already contacted high schools with existing latin programs such as Lakeside, Notre Dame, and Green Bay East in hopes of further expanding and increasing participation in the WJCL.

VI. Miscellaneous
A. During Street Certamen, everyone gets annoyed at TechBoy Kyle for not announcing if the question was a either a bonus or a new round.

Next Meeting: May 6th at Brookfield Academy.
Motion: Nicholas Chang, BA
Second: MadWest
Adjournment: 2:19 PM by President Shir Bloch

ROME’S BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION !!!! YEAH LET’S GO !!!! GET HYPED !!!!